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Stimmt! resources for Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1) German are designed to help 
all of your students shine. 

Providing strong continuation from our popular KS3 course, these new resources 
will drive engagement through interesting, culture-focused content, and support 
you to prepare your students for the Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1) assessments.

Five great reasons to choose Stimmt! for Edexcel GCSE (9–1)

1. Resources designed to help students  
of all abilities achieve their potential

 Our differentiated Higher and Foundation tier resources 
help give students the skills to apply language to the 
best of their ability. Each unit and chapter gradually 
progresses in difficulty, building confidence and 
ensuring every student can access some content from 
every topic area. 

2. Support to understand the new assessments and to teach 
the skills required 

 Stimmt! resources help embed skills such as translation, understanding authentic and 
literary texts and spontaneous speaking, and will clarify what is expected at each tier in the 
new linear assessments.

Languages for all
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Supporting you every step of the way 
We also offer extensive free support as part of the Pearson 
Edexcel GCSE (9–1) qualification, to help you plan for and  
teach the new qualifications, track and assess students’  
progress, and develop your professional knowledge and skills.  
See pages 4-5 for full details.
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3. Cultural content that motivates and brings  
languages to life

 Students are most motivated when they are learning something new, and our resources use 
real-life contexts and authentic material to give a sense of purpose to language learning. They 
include topics that are popular with students, that teachers have told us they like teaching 
and that link to the German culture.

4. ‘Building blocks’ approach to grammar and vocabulary 
supports independent language use 

 Our carefully planned progression and accessible approach helps students develop the skills 
needed to manipulate language independently across a range of contexts. Our Student 
Books are supported by a Grammar and Translation Workbook and a Vocabulary Book to help 
reinforce these skills and ensure students always have the tools they need to learn and revise.

5. Seamless transition from our popular Stimmt! KS3 course
 Stimmt! for Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1) provides strong continuation from our hugely popular 

Stimmt! KS3 course that introduces pupils to skills such as translation and understanding 
authentic and literary texts from the start. Both are aligned to the Pearson MFL Progression 
scale to help you track progress from 11–16.  
 
Find out more about the Progression and Assessment Materials for MFL at 
pearsonschools.co.uk/mflprogression

Embedding grammar skills: Revisit > Recycle > Revise 

Key grammar concepts are revisited, recycled and revised from module to module, to 
embed understanding and allow practice within different contexts. An equal focus on all 
four skills and the interplay between them also helps reinforce learning: students encounter 
grammar in reading and listening, and put it into practice with speaking, writing and 
translation activities.



Supporting you every step of the way
Our new Stimmt! resources for GCSE German, and the extensive free support offered as part 
of our Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1) qualification, have both been designed with the same 
‘Languages for all’ approach. Together, they’ll provide you with all the support you need to 
help your students make the most of their potential.
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Teach
Our high-quality support will help you teach 
the skills students will need

Student Books – Foundation and Higher 
tiers.
Expertly structured to support all abilities, with 
engaging, culturally-relevant content.  
See page 6.

Grammar and Translation Workbook
Embeds understanding and gives valuable practice for 
both tiers. See page 9.

Vocabulary Books
A handy learning tool, with vocabulary from the 
Pearson Edexcel specification. See page 9.

Front-of-class teaching  
resources 
The Student Book on screen, with audio, video and a 
wealth of other resources to  
support your lessons. See page 10.

ActiveBooks
A digital Student Book with audio for listening 
activities. See page 8.

Target
Intervention workbooks for students that need an 
extra boost or to focus on particular skills at each 
grade range. See page 12.

Revise
Easy-to-use revision guides and workbooks for 
question practice, classroom revision  
and independent study. See page 13.

ActiveLearn 
Digital Service

Plan
We’ll help you navigate the changes  
and design your new GCSE course.

Teacher planning  
materials
Complete support to help you  
plan and deliver lessons. See page 11.

Schemes of work and course 
planners
For 2-year and 3-year KS4 courses.

Course materials
Accredited specifications, sample  
assessment materials.

Mapping charts
To help you switch to Pearson Edexcel 
qualifications.

Getting Started guide and  
Student guide
All the key details about the Pearson 
Edexcel GCSE (9–1) qualifications to help 
you get started.

Ask the experts
Our specialist 
languages team, 
including subject 
adviser Alistair 
Drewery, are on 
hand to answer your 
questions. 

  020 7010 2187

 teachinglanguages@pearson.com

 @PearsonMFLquals

ActiveLearn 
Digital Service

‘How to’ guides and videos featuring 
teaching strategies:
For grammar and translation, using literary texts, 
spontaneous speaking, integrating culture, answering 
questions in the target language, vocabulary learning, 
and rubrics.

Translation and literary text  
activities booklets
For use in the classroom or for homework to give 
students valuable practice.
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Key:

Track and assess
We’ll help you track every student’s 
progress and prepare for the new 
assessments.

Online Homework,  
Practice and Support 
Helps you track progress and encourage 
independent learning, with activities linked 
to the Student Books. See page 11.

Progression and  
Assessment Materials  
Support materials to monitor student 
progress in all four skills.  See page 11.

Marked student exemplars
To help you understand the standards 
expected at each tier.

Support for the speaking 
assessment
Video guide to conducting the new style 
of speaking assessment and past training 
materials.

ResultsPlus
Analysis of your students’ exam 
performance.

examWizard
Past questions, mark schemes and  
examiners’ reports.     

Free Access to Scripts  
View candidates’ marked scripts online or 
download as a PDF.

New to Pearson Edexcel events
Online events where you can discover 
more about the structure, content and 
assessment of our new qualifications and 
explore teaching and delivery strategies.

Network events
Free network events in spring and autumn 
will focus on key aspects of language 
teaching and assessment and give you an 
opportunity to network with other local 
schools.

Programme of PD
Interactive workshops, delivered by 
experienced teachers and trainers.

Workshops include: 
- Building strong foundations at KS3 
-  Developing and mastering speaking and 

writing skills
-  Developing and mastering listening and 

reading skills
- Mastering grammar and translation
-  Teaching and learning strategies for film  

and literature

Develop
Our events support great languages 
teaching – and also count towards  
your CPD hours.

Professional Development events
Events to help you get the most out of 
our products, services and qualifications, 
which, combined, will have a greater 
impact on learning.

ActiveLearn 
Digital Service

ActiveLearn 
Digital Service

Paid-for resources from Pearson:  
Stimmt! for Pearson Edexcel  
GCSE (9–1) German

Free awarding body support for our 
Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1) Geman 
qualification
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Expertly structured Student Books
Our Student Books provide a carefully designed programme of learning in which 
students master the ‘building blocks’ of grammar and vocabulary, giving them the 
tools to manipulate language to the best of their ability.

l ‘Startpunkt’ units provide a smooth transition from KS3, and every unit and chapter is 
structured to allow gradual progression, ensuring all students can access some content from 
every section. 

l Some overlap in level of demand between the Higher and Foundation tier books ensures 
Foundation students are not limited in their progress, and helps you to gauge which tier is  
most suitable for each of your learners.

l A revision chapter at the end of the book supports class-based revision for the  
new assessments.

Students ‘learn something 
new’ about the target language 
culture to give a context to their 
language learning.

Skills such as 
understanding authentic 
and literary texts 
embedded throughout.

Higher tier: 
a taster
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Looking for more sample material?
See more samples online at:
pearsonschools.co.uk/gcsegerman

Foundation tier: 
a taster

‘Building blocks’ approach breaks grammar down into 
manageable chunks to help students progress step-by-step.

Callouts approach used to support students 
in developing their translation skills.
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Answer booster helps 
students to see how to 
write a good answer.

Students develop translation 
skills. For example - strategies 
for accurate verb formation.

Model answer helps 
students understand  
what is required.

Students develop 
strategies for 
approaching the task.

Exam preparation 
unit: a taster

Also available: 
ActiveBooks*

The ActiveBook, a digital 
version of the Student Book, 
is available for Foundation 
and Higher tiers, with  
audio content for all  
listening activities.

*Available on an annual 
subscription



FREE support for teaching grammar, translation, 
vocabulary and more!
Don’t miss out on free downloadable teacher guides and videos, 
classroom activities and more. Explore the range of free support 
provided as part of the Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1) German qualification at 
quals.pearson.com/modernlanguages

Grammar and Translation 
Workbook
A dedicated workbook to help consolidate grammar  
learning and translation skills, spanning Higher and  
Foundation tiers and supporting you to teach students  
to use language independently.

l Explanations of key grammar points, verb tables, and exercises 
 to embed grammatical knowledge.

l Translation exercises and strategies for translation both into  
German and into English.

l A bank of revision translations bringing together grammar and vocabulary from throughout the 
course.

l Clear links to the Student Books for easy planning.

Vocabulary Books
A handy vocabulary learning tool containing key vocabulary from the Pearson 
Edexcel specification.

l Key vocabulary arranged by topic.

l Ensures students always have the vocabulary they need for learning and revision.

l Workbooks available in packs of 8 (Foundation or Higher tier)
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Target
Intervention workbooks for students that need an extra boost or 
to focus on particular skills at each grade range. See page 12.



 
ActiveLearn
ActiveLearn brings together easy-to-use, time saving tools and resources to help 
you plan, teach, track and assess. It provides all you need to create a personalised 
teaching and independent learning experience both in and outside the classroom.

Front-of-class resources for inspirational lessons 
The full Student Book on screen, with audio, video and a wealth of other resources  
to support your lessons. 
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With all the audio for the Student Book 
provided, you can do listening activities at 
the click of a button.

Zoom in on 
key tasks.

Video launches into action 
from the pages of the Student 
Book, bringing each chapter 
to life.

ActiveLearn
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Online homework and practice exercises 
Online homework and practice exercises provide listening, reading, vocabulary and grammar 
activities linked to the Student Book.

l Instant self-marking motivates learners to try again or proceed with further work.

l Differentiated activities help pupils progress at their own pace and level.

l Learning aids such as vocabulary lists or grammar boxes can be accessed for support.

l Reports give teachers an overview of a student’s or group’s progress. 

l Two-way feedback helps give a clear picture of how students are feeling about a topic to allow 
effective follow up.

Teacher Planning Materials
Complete support to help you plan and deliver lessons, including:

l simple, easy-to-follow teacher notes

l schemes of Work to save you valuable planning time

l ideas for starters and plenaries for every lesson

l answers to exercises and transcripts for all audio.

These materials are also available to purchase separately.

Progression and Assessment Materials
Our progress assessments, and accompanying marking guidance and markbooks, help you to see 
easily if students are making progress or require extra support in each area.

l Formulate 9–1 grade predictions easily.

l Identify strengths and weaknesses.

Find out more about the progress assessments for MFL at pearsonschools.co.uk/mflprogression

Audio Files
All audio files for the Student Books are provided within ActiveLearn front-of-class material. 
These resources are also available to purchase separately as online downloadable files for use in a 
language lab.

Try out ActiveLearn
Try new front-of-class resources and online homework and practice exercises for free, 
and see how they can help you bring languages to life in your classroom, encourage 
independent learning and track student progress.

Visit pearsonschools.co.uk/gcsegerman

ActiveLearn



Use the Target and REVISE series to prepare students fully for 
Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1) French, German and Spanish

Intervention: As needed throughout KS4

Focused intervention support
l  Targets the key misconceptions, skills and barriers holding students back.
l  Use when your students need an extra boost or to focus on particular skills. 
l  Helps students to overcome key barriers to learning at each grade range, 

with a unique structured approach.

Help your students catch up, keep up and make expected progress with our Target 

intervention workbooks for Edexcel GCSE (9-1) French, German, and Spanish.

Our unique intervention approach gives students step-by-step guidance on 

overcoming the barriers holding them back at each grade range.

To find out more visit: www.pearsonschools.co.uk/target5mfledexcel

ISBN: 9780435189037 

ISBN: 9780435189068 ISBN: 9780535189075 ISBN: 9780535189082

ISBN: 9780535189051

ISBN: 9780535189044 
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Unit 6 Choosing and linking your ideas

In the exam, you will be asked to tackle a writing task like the one below. This unit 
will prepare you 

to write your own responses to these questions.

Exam-style question

Stadt

Deine Freundin Finja schickt dir Fragen über deine Stadt. 

Schreibe eine Antwort an Finja.

Du musst diese Punkte einschließen:

• die Vorteile deiner Stadt

• die Nachteile deiner Stadt

• was du letzte Woche in deiner Stadt gemacht hast

• wo du später wohnen möchtest und warum.

Schreibe ungefähr 80–90 Wörter auf Deutsch. 

(20 marks)

How do I choose 

appropriate material 

using language that 

I know?

How do I organise 

my writing?

How do I use 

conjunctions 

appropriately?The three key questions in the skills boosts will help you choose and link your ideas.

Look at the sample student response to this task 
on the next page.

1
2

3

6  

 This unit w
ill help you learn how to choose and link your ideas. The skills you will build are to:

• choose appropriate material using language that you know

• organise your writing 

• use conjunctions appropriately.

Choosing and 

linking your ideas

Get started
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Unit 6 Choosing and linking your ideas

Your turn!
You are now going to plan and write your response to this exam-style task.

  Plan your answer. Think of two things to write about each bullet point. Write  key words and 

phrases in German in the boxes.

1

  Now write  your response to the above exam-style question on paper, using the checklist to 

help you.

2 

Bullet point
Idea 1

Idea 2
warum du deine Stadt magst oder nicht magst

was du nächste Woche in deiner Stadt machen wirst

etwas über eine andere Stadt, die du besucht hast

deine ideale Stadt

Exam-style question
Stadt

Deine Freundin Melina aus der Schweiz möchte wissen, wie du deine Stadt findest.  

Schreibe eine Antwort an Melina.Du musst diese Punkte einschließen:• warum du deine Stadt magst oder nicht magst• was du nächste Woche in deiner Stadt machen wirst
• etwas über eine andere Stadt, die du besucht hast
• deine ideale Stadt.
Schreibe ungefähr 80–90 Wörter auf Deutsch.

(20 marks)

Checklist

In my answer do I …
make sure what I write is relevant to the question? keep ideas addressing the same bullet point together?

use language that I know is correct,  simplifying ideas if necessary? choose the correct conjunctions to link ideas?
start a new paragraph for a new idea?

check my word order?

Get back on track
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Sample responseLook at this new exam-style writing task and the student’s answer below.
Exam-style question
Urlaub

Du bist im Urlaub. Dein Freund Oskar möchte wissen, wie dein Urlaub ist.  

Schreibe eine E-Mail an Oskar. Du musst diese Punkte einschließen:• wo du im Urlaub bist
• was du dort gemacht hast• warum du dein Urlaubsziel magst oder nicht magst• Pläne für deinen Urlaub nächstes Jahr.Schreibe ungefähr 80–90 Wörter auf Deutsch.  

(20 marks)
Ich mache mit meiner Familie Urlaub im Schwarzwald*. Die Sonne scheint 

jeden Tag, aber es ist ziemlich kalt. Gestern hat es geschneit! Ich bin gern 
hier, weil ich sportlich bin und es Tennisplätze auf dem Campingplatz gibt. 

Man kann auch Fahrräder mieten**. Es gibt eine Buslinie, also brauchen 
wir kein Auto. Morgen fahren wir nach Freiburg und gehen einkaufen. Dann 

wollen wir ein Picknick machen und vielleicht ein Museum besuchen. Ich 
mag den Schwarzwald, aber nächstes Jahr möchte ich lieber in Spanien 
Urlaub machen, weil das Wetter dort wärmer ist.

 Draw  vertical lines in this student’s answer to show where 

you could start new paragraphs.
      Circle A  the conjunctions in the student’s answer.    Then translate  into English each phrase that begins with a conjunction.

1

2 a

 b

* der Schwarzwald = the Black Forest
** mieten = to hire

Remember to keep sentences addressing each individual bullet point together in the same paragraph.

      The student missed out one bullet point from the exam-style question. Which one is it?    On paper, write  a sentence or two in German to cover this point.

3 a

 b

Get back on track
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Consolidate 
understanding  

of the skill in the 
context of an  

exam-style question  

Introduce key skill 
or barrier for which 

intervention is 
needed 

Get back on track
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Unit 6 Choosing and linking your ideas

How do I choose appropriate material using language that I know?

Make sure that everything you write is relevant to the question. Select ideas that allow you to use the language you know. Choose German words that you know to be correct.

1
Skills boost

 Practise using language that you know. Fill in  the gaps in these sentences by writing a suitable word or words that you know to be correct.
      Meine Stadt hat eine  und einen  .      Ich  die Geschäfte und Restaurants.
      Es gibt kein  in meiner Stadt.
      Die Sehenswürdigkeiten sind  .
      Ich 

 in die Stadt, weil es keine Busse gibt.
      Man sollte die 

 verbessern.
      Letzte Woche habe ich  im Sportzentrum  .      Ich bin auch ins  gegangen.
 On the left are some diffi cult ideas that you might not know how to write in German. Draw lines  to match each idea with a simpler German phrase that is close in meaning.

1

a

 b

c

d

e

f

g

h

2

 Write down  in English three things about your town or village. Then think of how you can express each idea using German that you know. An example has been done to get you started.English idea
Using German that I know

I can’t imagine anything worse than living in a big city. Ich möchte nicht in einer Großstadt wohnen.

3

a öffentliche Verkehrsmittel

b Geschäfte

c ein Sportzentrum und ein Kino

d Verkehr

e Sehenswürdigkeiten

A leisure facilities

B park and ride buses

C historic buildings and monuments

D cars and lorries

E boutiques

Target5_Edexcel_GCSE German_Writing_U6.indd   43
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Ich wohne in einer kleinen Stadt in Südwestengland. Ich mag meine Stadt, weil es viel zu tun gibt. Wir haben ein Kino, ein Schwimmbad und einen Park. Es wird ein Fußballstadion geben. Aber in meiner Stadt gibt es auch viel Verkehr und viel Lärm. Das ist ein großer Nachteil. Letzten Samstag bin ich mit meinem Bruder in die Stadtmitte gegangen. Ich habe Kleidung gekauft und wir haben in einem China-Restaurant gegessen. Mein Bruder hat nichts gekauft. Ich möchte später in Exeter wohnen, denn es gibt dort eine gute Universität. Ich will nicht auf dem Land wohnen.

i Ich wohne in Südwestengland. 
ii Ich wohne in einer Großstadt. 

iii In meiner Stadt gibt es nichts zu tun. 
iv Ich gehe oft ins Fußballstadion. 
v Ich mag den Lärm nicht. 

vi Am Samstag bin ich ins Restaurant gegangen. 
vii Mein Bruder hat Kleidung gekauft. 
viii Exeter hat eine gute Universität. 

      First, make sure you understand the German. Tick  the three things that are mentioned in the student’s response.

reason for liking 
home town

a future stadium

cycle paths 

a nearby airport 

reason for wanting  
to live in Exeter 

a visit to the  
country 

     Tick  the four statements that are true according to the student’s answer above.

1   a

 b

Look at how the student’s answer is organised. Use four different coloured pens to highlight  
the sentences that address each bullet point of the exam-style question on page 41.
      Find and circle A  these conjunctions in the student’s response.

aber denn und und weil

     Adapt some sentences from the student’s response above. Complete  these sentences.i Ich mag meine Stadt, weil 

ii Aber in meiner Stadt gibt es auch 

iii Letzten Samstag bin ich mit   gegangen.iv Ich habe  und wir haben  v Ich möchte später in  wohnen, denn es gibt dort 
 

2

3   a

 b

Get started
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Structured activities 
break down the skill 
into focused ‘skills 

boost’ sections 



Using Target for intervention at the points students most need it, and REVISE 
to support students as they prepare for exams, you can help each of your 
students to achieve their full potential at GCSE.

Revision: Final preparation for exams and mocks 

REVISE

The smart way to revise GCSE content
l  Whole-course content revision for every ability and level.
l  Use at key revision times to recap, check and practise skills and knowledge.
l  Step by step, recap the course with one topic per page.
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Had a look Nearly there Nailed it!
Identity and 

culture

Be aware of separable verbs in listening and reading passages – the verb is not complete until you 

have heard / read the whole sentence to see if there is a missing prefix at the end!

Social media

Numbers are bound to come up 
somewhere in the exams, so make sure 
you are confident with them – see  
page 108 to brush up on them now.

Soziale Netzwerke
Blog (m/n) blog

Chatraum (m)  chatroom

Homepage (f)  homepage

Internetseite /  website 

Webseite (f) 
soziales Netzwerk (n)  social network

brennen  to burn

chatten  to chat (online)

hochladen  to upload

laden  to load

löschen  to delete

mailen  to email

sichern / speichern  to save

teilen  to share

tippen  to type

Separable verbs
Separable verbs break into two parts: 

• main verb = second in the sentence 

• prefix = at the end.

Make sure you can use separable verbs in all 

tenses.

hochladen – to upload

Present Ich lade Fotos hoch.

Past Ich habe Fotos hochgeladen.

Future Ich werde Fotos hochladen.

Modals Ich kann Fotos hochladen.

More separable verbs
ausschalten to turn off

einschalten to turn on

herunterladen to download

Grammar 
page 96

Technology
You hear an interview on the school radio.

What does it say?

Listen to the recording and put a cross     in 

the correct box.

Example:  The report is about social media.

A 89% of teenagers had a profile.

B All teenagers visit social media daily.

C  Gerd enjoys uploading content to his social 

media pages.
D  He finds commenting on other people’s 

content fun.

E  Gerd never posts online.

F  Gerd shares digital material online.

Now listen to the rest of the recording and 
put a cross next to the three remaining 
correct statements. (3 marks)

– Diese Woche diskutieren 
wir im 

Schulradio: Jugendliche un
d soziale 

Medien. 

Listen carefully to every word – Gerd 

says manche Jugendliche (some 

teenagers). That is not statement B 

(all teenagers).

Use the example answer to help you 

settle into the listening activity.

Hilfe! Die Katze hat mein Profil gelöscht!

Help! The cat has deleted my profile!

LI

ST
ENING

9
TRACK

LI

ST
ENING

10
TRACK

Listen to the 

recording

Listen to the 

recording
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Had a go      Nearly there      Nailed it!  Identity and  
cultureSocial mediaSwiss teenagers and social media    

1  Dr Kullik, an expert in social media, is discussing the topic of social media 

and teenagers on Swiss radio.
Listen to the discussion and answer the following questions in English.
Part (a)

(i)  Give one aspect of social media’s effect on young people. 

  (1 mark)

(ii)  What statistic is given regarding social media use?

  (1 mark)

(iii) Why does the expert think the trend cannot be stopped?

  (1 mark)

(iv) What is the key difference between meeting someone online and in reality? 

  (1 mark)

(v) Why is it easy for some people to abuse social networks? 

  (1 mark)
Part (b) 

The interview continues with a teenager.(i) What does Sebastian view as the biggest advantage of social networks? 

 
 (1 mark)

(ii) How has he managed to be one step ahead of his parents? 

  (1 mark)

(iii) Why does he feel this is justified? Give two reasons. 

  (2 marks)

(iv) What will happen if parents interfere too much? 

  (1 mark)

 

LI
STENING

12a
TRACK

Listen to the 
recording

LI
STENING

12b
TRACK

Listen to the 
recording

Underline key 
words in the 
questions before you listen, to 

help you focus 
on the answers. 

Watch out – if there are separable verbs in listening extracts, you might not hear the whole verb until the end of the clause. 

M01_GERMAN_WB_GCSE_2044_U01.indd   15
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Unit 6 Choosing and linking your ideas

Your turn!
You are now going to plan and write your response to this exam-style task.

  Plan your answer. Think of two things to write about each bullet point. Write  key words and 

phrases in German in the boxes.

1

  Now write  your response to the above exam-style question on paper, using the checklist to 

help you.

2 

Bullet point
Idea 1

Idea 2
warum du deine Stadt magst oder nicht magst

was du nächste Woche in deiner Stadt machen wirst

etwas über eine andere Stadt, die du besucht hast

deine ideale Stadt

Exam-style question
Stadt

Deine Freundin Melina aus der Schweiz möchte wissen, wie du deine Stadt findest.  

Schreibe eine Antwort an Melina.Du musst diese Punkte einschließen:• warum du deine Stadt magst oder nicht magst• was du nächste Woche in deiner Stadt machen wirst
• etwas über eine andere Stadt, die du besucht hast
• deine ideale Stadt.
Schreibe ungefähr 80–90 Wörter auf Deutsch.

(20 marks)

Checklist

In my answer do I …
make sure what I write is relevant to the question? keep ideas addressing the same bullet point together?

use language that I know is correct,  simplifying ideas if necessary? choose the correct conjunctions to link ideas?
start a new paragraph for a new idea?

check my word order?

Get back on track
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Sample responseLook at this new exam-style writing task and the student’s answer below.
Exam-style question
Urlaub

Du bist im Urlaub. Dein Freund Oskar möchte wissen, wie dein Urlaub ist.  

Schreibe eine E-Mail an Oskar. Du musst diese Punkte einschließen:• wo du im Urlaub bist
• was du dort gemacht hast• warum du dein Urlaubsziel magst oder nicht magst• Pläne für deinen Urlaub nächstes Jahr.Schreibe ungefähr 80–90 Wörter auf Deutsch.  

(20 marks)
Ich mache mit meiner Familie Urlaub im Schwarzwald*. Die Sonne scheint 

jeden Tag, aber es ist ziemlich kalt. Gestern hat es geschneit! Ich bin gern 
hier, weil ich sportlich bin und es Tennisplätze auf dem Campingplatz gibt. 

Man kann auch Fahrräder mieten**. Es gibt eine Buslinie, also brauchen 
wir kein Auto. Morgen fahren wir nach Freiburg und gehen einkaufen. Dann 

wollen wir ein Picknick machen und vielleicht ein Museum besuchen. Ich 
mag den Schwarzwald, aber nächstes Jahr möchte ich lieber in Spanien 
Urlaub machen, weil das Wetter dort wärmer ist.

 Draw  vertical lines in this student’s answer to show where 

you could start new paragraphs.
      Circle A  the conjunctions in the student’s answer.    Then translate  into English each phrase that begins with a conjunction.

1

2 a

 b

* der Schwarzwald = the Black Forest
** mieten = to hire

Remember to keep sentences addressing each individual bullet point together in the same paragraph.

      The student missed out one bullet point from the exam-style question. Which one is it?    On paper, write  a sentence or two in German to cover this point.

3 a

 b
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Stimmt! KS3 German

14

The UK’s most popular KS3 German course
Our market-leading course Stimmt! for KS3 German builds key 
language skills at KS3 ready for GCSE and is packed with content 
your pupils will enjoy learning. With a strong cultural focus and a 
wide range of differentiated resources for all abilities, Stimmt! opens 
the window to the German-speaking world.

l Builds key language skills at KS3 providing a seamless transition 
to our Pearson Edexcel and AQA GCSE (9–1) German courses, 
preparing pupils for progression to the new GCSE.

l Enabling all abilities to progress with fully differentiated print and 
digital resources, including parallel differentiated Pupil Books for 
Year 9.

l Renowned pupil-friendly approach to grammar, so you can be sure 
pupils are ready to progress when they move to GCSE.

l Helping pupils to establish good German pronunciation and 
spelling, key sounds of German are introduced using phonics.

l Gives your pupils a real taste of German culture with with up-to-
date resources that brings language learning to life.

Support 11–16 progression with 
ActiveLearn
The UK’s no.1 online language learning service in schools.

Download samples and try ActiveLearn for yourself at:

pearsonschools.co.uk/ks3stimmt
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*Available by annual subscription.

Stimmt! for Pearson Edexcel GCSE 
(9–1) German

Course components at a glance

Student Books Foundation and 
Higher

ISBN 9781292132723 (Foundation)
ISBN 9781292118192 (Higher)

Grammar and
Translation 
Workbook 
ISBN 9781292133300

Vocabulary Books 
ISBN 9781292133447 (Higher)

ISBN 9781292172682 (Foundation)

Revise
ISBN 9781292132099 (Revision guide)
ISBN 9781292132044 (Revision workbook)

Target
ISBN 9780535189044
(Grade 5 Reading workbook)
ISBN 9780535189075
(Grade 5 Writing workbook)
ISBN 9781292245836
(Grade 9 Writing workbook)

ActiveBooks* 
ISBN 9781292132648 (Foundation)
ISBN 9781292132679 (Higher)

Audio Files 
ISBN 9781292132655 (Foundation)
ISBN 9781292132686 (Higher)

ActiveLearn* 

Front-of-class  
teaching 
resources

Progression 
and 

assessment 
materials

Teacher 
planning 
materials

ActiveLearn

Online
homework

and practice
exercises
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Next steps  
Order online or request an appointment

Order online
Receive up to 20% discount on printed resources, plus free postage and packing 
on orders over £100.

Request an appointment
Would you like to discuss teaching and learning resources with one of our experts? 
Visit pearsonschools.co.uk/gcsegerman and request a call back to discuss your 
options, a member of our team will get in touch with you at a convenient time.

Find out more at pearsonschools.co.uk/gcsesgerman

Pearson Education Ltd is 
committed to reducing its 
impact on the environment 
by using responsibly sourced 
and recycled paper.

This leaflet is printed
on 75% recycled paper

When you have finished with
this leaflet please recycle it


